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Abstract—We present BGP-iSec, an enhancement of the BGP-
sec protocol for securing BGP, the Internet’s inter-domain routing
protocol. BGP-iSec ensures additional and stronger security prop-
erties, compared to BGPsec, without significant extra overhead.
The main improvements are: (i) Security for partial adoption:
BGP-iSec provides significant security benefits for early adopters,
in contrast to BGPsec, which requires universal adoption. (ii)
Defense against route leakage: BGP-iSec defends against route
leakage, a common cause of misrouting that is not prevented by
BGPsec. (iii) Integrity of attributes: BGP-iSec ensures the integrity
of integrity-protected attributes, thereby preventing announcement
manipulation attacks not prevented by BGPsec. We argue that
BGP-iSec achieves these goals using extensive simulations as
well as security analysis. The BGP-iSec design conforms, where
possible, with the BGPsec design, modifying it only where
necessary to improve security or ease deployment. By providing
stronger security guarantees, especially for partial adoption, we
hope BGP-iSec will be a step towards finally protecting inter-
domain routing, which remains, for many years, a vulnerability
of the Internet’s infrastructure.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Border Gateway Protocol (BGP), now in its 4th
version [1], is the primary method used by Internet Service
Providers (ISPs) to exchange routing information in the In-
ternet. Security was not a design goal of BGP. Until BGP-
4 [1], the standard merely stated that ‘Security issues are not
discussed’, and even BGP-4 mostly refers to an informational
RFC [2] for analysis of BGP vulnerabilities. BGP vulnerabili-
ties have been a known serious concern at least since 1989 [3],
and yet, only partial defenses have been standardized and
deployed so far.

Currently, the most impactful misrouting incidents are
prefix/sub-prefix hijacks [4] and route leaks [5]. In prefix/sub-
prefix hijack, the attacker falsely originates a route to a prefix
it is not authorized to announce, while in a route leak, a
rogue transit-service provider exports an announcement which
conflicts with its supposed business model. Such attacks can
result in major disruptions and improper interception of traffic;
e.g., a sub-prefix hijack can intercept nearly 100% of the sub-
prefix’s traffic, unless proper defenses are deployed, since the
most-specific route preference in IP routing will cause routers

to forward to the attacker all traffic destined for the hijacked
sub-prefix.

In recent years, there has been considerable progress
with standardizing and deploying defenses against prefix/sub-
prefix hijacks, mainly based on the Resource Public Key
Infrastructure (RPKI) [6]. RPKI allows the owner of prefix
p to identify authorized origin Autonomous Systems (ASes),
using a signed Route Origin Authorization (ROA). BGP routers
receiving announcement of p or a sub-prefix of p can perform
Route Origin Validation (ROV), validating that the origin of the
announcement was authorized by a (valid) ROA and dropping
announcements that have invalid origins or prefix length.
Adoption of ROAs and ROV has been steadily increasing [7]–
[9]. Currently, over 42% of IPv4 address space is protected by
ROAs [7], and measurements show a steady increase in the
number of ASes applying ROV to filter announcements with
invalid ROAs with some estimating as many as 37% of ASes
now filter [9]–[15]. Recently proposed extensions to ROV [16]
can significantly improve the defense against sub-prefix and
prefix hijacks under partial adoption.

The increasing adoption of RPKI/ROV will make prefix
and sub-prefix hijacks less effective. As a result, attackers will
resort to post-ROV attacks, i.e., attacks that ROV does not
defend against. In this paper, we present the BGP-iSec protocol
that has significantly improved security over BGPsec [17].
BGP-iSec protects against three types of post-ROV attacks:
route leaks, path manipulations and attribute manipulations.

Route leaks can be accidental or intentional. RFC 9234 [18]
defines the Only-To-Customer (OTC) mechanism against ac-
cidental route leaks; a currently developed draft, ASPA [19]
should protect also against some intentional route leaks.

Path manipulations involve sending announcements with
valid origin, but which were not relayed along the path of the
ASes indicated in the announcement, as per the BGP speci-
fications. Path manipulation can be abused in different ways,
most notably, to intercept traffic sent to a victim destination,
obtain Man-in-the-Middle (MitM) capabilities for traffic sent to
a victim destination, perform Denial-of-Service (DoS) attacks,
or make stealthy (hard to detect) attacks.

Attribute manipulations. The attributes in BGP announce-
ments can have a significant impact on routing, and can
be abused in different attacks. For example, a rogue AS
may remove the Only-To-Customer (OTC) anti-leakage at-
tribute [18] to cause route leaks, or add a fake OTC attribute to
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cause stealthy disconnections. See other attribute manipulation
attacks in [20], [21].

While BGPsec is the IETF standardized protection against
path manipulation attacks, it is not deployed. Deployment of
BGPsec faces two formidable obstacles. The first obstacle
is that BGPsec has high computational requirements that
necessitate cryptographic co-processors, even with multiple
proposed optimizations [22]–[25]. The second obstacle is that
simulations of BGPsec show only limited benefits in partial
adoption [26]–[29]. Even under full adoption, BGPsec does not
prevent route leaks and attribute manipulation. Both obstacles
were mentioned in responses to the recent FCC inquiry into
Internet routing vulnerabilities [30], e.g., from Cisco and
Juniper [31], [32].

We design BGP-iSec to address only the second obsta-
cle, i.e., improving security benefits, especially under par-
tial deployment. This obstacle is more urgent than the ob-
stacle of high computational requirements for two reasons.
First, techniques have been developed to address the high
computation requirements, by designing router hardware and
software to efficiently support BGPsec [23], [25], [33], and
practitioners have expressed increasing optimism about the
feasibility of meeting BGPsec’s performance requirements,
e.g., [34]. Second, the limited benefits from partial deployment
of BGPsec make early-adopters unlikely; and since route leaks
and attribute manipulations are possible even with full adoption
of BGPsec, the incentive to adopt would remain limited.

Interoperability and reuse. BGP-iSec is fully interoperable
with BGP, namely, its implementation uses standard BGP
attributes, and we believe that it will not require changes to
the basic BGP processing. We hope that this will allow to
implement BGP-iSec as an extension of BGP, unlike solutions
that change the protocol processing, including BGPsec and
[35]–[39]. On the other hand, the design of BGP-iSec reuses,
where possible, elements from the BGPsec design, allowing
us to take advantage of the significant efforts of standardizing,
optimizing and developing implementations of BGPsec [23],
[25], [40]. In §IV-F, we show that BGP-iSec has similar com-
putation complexity as BGPsec for high (over 50%) adoption
rate.

MAIN CONTRIBUTIONS:

• BGP-iSec, a security extension to BGP which is based on
BGPsec but with much improved security, especially under
partial adoption. BGP-iSec effectively prevents path manipu-
lations, announcement manipulations, and route leaks. BGP-
iSec has comparable efficiency to BGPsec, is interoperability
with BGP, and reuses BGPsec mechanisms when possible.

• Revisiting transitive signatures to defend against path
and attribute manipulations (§III). BGP-iSec revisits the use
of transitive signatures, proposed already in S-BGP [41], but
abandoned by BGPsec1. The design of BGP-iSec builds upon
RPKI, and contains important aspects not in S-BGP, including
mechanisms that address the concerns that led to BGPsec’s
abandonment of transitive signatures. Using simulations and

1BGPsec signatures are sent as attributes with the transitive bit set to zero,
thus are non-transitive even though the signatures are passed along to other
neighbors running BPGsec as if they were transitive.
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Fig. 1: Illustration of signing, verification and announcement update
in BGPsec.
analysis, we show, for the first time, the dramatic loss in
security due to the use of non-transitive signatures, which
results in the limited security of BGPsec in partial adoption.

• Effective defenses against route leaks (§III). BGP-iSec
deploys three effective defenses against route leaks, Protected-
OTC, UP attribute, and ProConID. Only the first defense,
Protected-OTC, was proposed (in a similar form) earlier [42],
[43]; the other two are novel defenses that we develop. These
three defenses are complementary to each other, providing
different tradeoffs in security and complexity.

• Experimental security evaluation (§IV). We evaluate BGP-
iSec using extensive simulations over an empirical Internet
topology [44], against two strong attacker models (Global
Attacker and Full Attacker) and different attacker strategies,
showing the significant benefits of BGP-iSec. For example,
with BGP-iSec, the attacker interception rate declines rapidly
(from about 27% at no adoption, to about 3% at 50% adoption),
while with BGPsec, even with 50% adoption, interception rate
remains near 27%. Above 80% adoption, interception rates
for BGP-iSec are negligible, while even with 99% adoption,
interception rate for BGPsec is about 22%.

• Security analysis (§V). We prove that BGP-iSec has several
security properties, including announcement integrity, prevent-
ing route leaks, and no false positives under strong attacker
models.

While the results of BGP-iSec are very encouraging, more
evaluation, design, and efforts from the community are needed
to ensure we have effective, deployable defenses against path
manipulations and intentional route leaks (§VII).

II. BACKGROUND AND MODELS

A. Background: BGPsec

We briefly review the functionalities in BGPsec that are
related to this paper; more details are found in [17]. Suppose
that origin X1 is the owner of prefix p and sends an announce-
ment to neighbor X2, which forwards it to X3, and so on
until Xn. Let us first consider the full deployment scenario
where all the ASes adopt BGPsec. Let σi→i+1 denote Xi’s
signature for its announcement to Xi+1. The announcement
from Xi to Xi+1 is signed by Xi using its private key over
the following attributes: AS numbers (ASNs) from the origin
up to itself, i.e., X1, . . . , Xi, the next AS Xi+1, and the
signatures σ1→2, . . . , σi−1→i, and p. This signing process is
illustrated in Fig. 1, where for simplicity, we set σi→i+1 =
SignXi

(Xi+1−Xi− · · ·−X1, σ1→2, . . . , σi−1→i, p). AS Xi+1
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declares that the announcement it receives from Xi as valid if
and only if all the signatures in the announcement are valid
and the (origin, prefix) pair is valid based on RPKI.

During partial deployment, when an adopting AS sends
an announcement to a non-adopting neighbor, it downgrades
to regular BGP, i.e, does not send the signatures [45]. For
instance, in Fig. 1, AS 3 does not include any signature in
its announcement to non-adopting AS 4. Consequently, as
specified in [46] (section 3.2) and [17] (section 7.9), and
justified in [45] (section 6), BGPsec verification is only for
announcements sent within a ‘BGPsec deployment island’, i.e.,
a contiguous group of ASes that all deploy BGPsec.

To summarize, the signatures in BGPsec are non-transitive
attributes, and are not relayed to non-adopting ASes. In ad-
dition, BGPsec does not address route leaks. Furthermore, it
only verifies ‘the authenticity of the AS path info received in a
BGP update’ [47]; other attributes are not protected or verified,
even within BGPsec deployment islands.

B. Routing Model

1) Valley-free routing model: To define and analyze route
leaks, and to perform experimental evaluation, we assume
valley-free routing [48], as in other studies [10], [26], [49],
[50]. Specifically, we model the Internet as an AS-Graph,
where mutually agreed upon inter-AS relationships can be
characterized either as customer-provider, where the customer
pays its provider for the transit of traffic, or as peer-to-peer,
where traffic is exchanged between the two ASes without
monetary compensation2. In this model, a benign AS never
relays the announcements that it received from non-customer
ASes to non-customer neighbors, hence the name ‘valley-free’.

While routing is not always valley-free in practice [51]–
[54], RFC 7908 [5] defines six types of route leaks, only two
are not in the form of violating the valley-free model, and
both can be prevented by RPKI/ROV, not relevant to post-
ROV security that we focus on in this paper. Therefore, we
adopt the valley-free model when designing defenses against
route leaks. The cases where violating the valley-free model
are not route leaks need special treatment, which is left as
future work.

2) Path-selection and export policies: In BGP, each AS has
a path-selection policy that selects the best path to use for each
IP prefix, and an export policy that determines what routes (if
any) to forward to a neighbor.

The announcements that BGP-iSec detects as invalid are
discarded, regardless of the path-selection policy. For the an-
nouncements that are not discarded, we consider two policies,
security-third as in [26], and security-never. Security-never is
easy to implement—it has no further consideration of security,
and simply follows Gao-Rexford model [48] with the following
rules. First, an AS prefers paths from customers, then from
peers, and lastly providers. That is, ‘relationship first’ or
‘local preference first’. Second, if two paths have the same
relationship, e.g., both are from customer, peer or provider,
then the AS prefers the shorter path. That is, length second.
Third, break ties. Security-third policy differs from the above
in the third rule: if two paths have the same relationship and

2The model ignores other relationships, e.g., siblings.

length, a benign adopting AS prefers the path where all ASes
are adopting BGP-iSec, and hence the name ‘security-third’.
Note that partial secure paths, i.e., where only some of the
ASes adopt BGP-iSec, are not preferred; see §III-A.

Our evaluation in §IV shows that security-never achieves
similar performance as security-third, indicating the primary
benefits come from discarding invalid announcements that is in
both policies. In addition, security-never is much easier to im-
plement than security-third (see discussion in Appendix C-A).
We therefore recommend security-never, instead of security-
third, in practice.

As to export policy, only in our simulations, we adopt the
widely-used and simplifying export-to-all policy. Namely, for
an AS, the preferred announcements are sent to all customers;
and if the preferred announcement for a prefix was received
from a customer, then it is sent to all neighbors, including
providers and peers.

C. Known Adoption and Public Keys (KAPK) Assumption

BGP-iSec, like BGPsec and the ROV standard [55], relies
on RPKI [6]. RPKI is a public key infrastructure (PKI)
designed to support improved security of Internet routing,
by defining relevant public-key certificates and other signed
objects, as well as RPKI distribution points that facilitate
distribution of the certificates and signed objects, and related
protocols.

Specifically, BGP-iSec uses BGPsec router certificates,
defined in [56]. The BGPsec router certificates of an AS define
the public key associated with the routers of that AS. When an
AS, say X , adopts BGP-iSec, then X will issue new BGPsec
router certificates that will also indicate that X supports BGP-
iSec (from all its routers), and distribute these certificates via
the RPKI repositories. BGP-iSec-adopting ASes, like other
RPKI-deploying ASes, periodically download updated versions
of the RPKI repositories [6], [57]. This ensures that each BGP-
iSec-adopting AS will know all other BGP-iSec-adopting ASes
and their public keys, soon after adoption. Hence, we assume
the ASes that adopt BGP-iSec and their public keys are known,
referred to as Known Adoption and Public Keys (KAPK)
assumption. This assumption is equivalent to the assumptions
made by other mechanisms using the RPKI, e.g., the already
significantly deployed ROV mechanism [55], which depends
on timely knowledge of new ROAs and certificates.

One convenient way to signal support for BGP-iSec is by
including an additional KeyPurposeID value in the certificate’s
Extended Key Usage extension. This KeyPurposeID is in
addition to or instead of the BGPsec KeyPurposeID defined
in Section 3.1.3.2 in [56]. In this way, BGP-iSec can take
advantage of the existing RPKI distribution points, which will
allow efficient distribution of BGP-iSec certificates, including
identification of BGP-iSec-adopting ASes.

Recent works [15], [58]–[62] pointed out vulnerabilities in
the current RPKI. However, countermeasures were proposed,
and some have already been implemented. Therefore, we be-
lieve that BGP-iSec can securely use RPKI and its distribution
mechanisms, and hence KAPK assumption holds. In §IV-H, we
investigate the impact when KAPK assumption is violated and
show that it does not need to be strictly satisfied.
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Fig. 2: Example of path manipulation attacks in partial adoption, BGPsec vs. BGP-iSec. (a) BGPsec. AS 666 does not adopt BGPsec, so
AS 3 will send it a BGP announcement without any signatures. AS 9 cannot detect that the announcement from 666 is fake and may choose
the fake path via 666, falling victim to the hijack. (b) BGP-iSec. AS 666 attempts to remove AS 3 from the AS-path it announces to AS 9.
However, the missing signature is observed by AS 9 and the announcement is rejected as invalid.

D. Attacker Models

In the design, analysis and evaluation of BGP-iSec, we
consider three attacker models: Global Attacker, Full Attacker,
and MitM. All of them are models for strong attackers. In
particular, in all three models, the attacker is given the global
routing topology and the relationships between ASes, e.g.,
provider, customer, or peer.

The MitM attacker is the strongest model. It gives the
adversary complete control over the communication between
all ASes: the attacker can intercept, modify, block and im-
personate BGP announcements. Theorem 1 (§V) shows that
BGP-iSec ensures important security properties even against
the MitM attacker.

However, the MitM attacker model is too strong for eval-
uating the performance of routing protocols. First, in practice,
MitM capabilities are rarely available to attackers against inter-
domain routing. Specifically, RFC 7132 [47] mandates authen-
tication mechanisms between neighboring BGP routers, using
IPsec [63], TLS or TCP Authentication Option [64]. Second,
a MitM attacker can drop legitimate announcements, making
it trivial to disconnect the legitimate origin, and giving the
attacker an unreasonable edge in intercepting traffic. Indeed, if
one really assumes such strong MitM capabilities, the attacker
can directly attack traffic in the data plane, and may not even
need to manipulate routing.

Therefore, in our simulations, we evaluate BGP-iSec
against the Full Attacker and Global Attacker models. Both
of them receive all BGP announcements sent by any AS.
However, the Full Attacker receives the BGP announcements
with all attributes, while the Global Attacker receives the BGP
announcements with all attributes except the BGP-iSec at-
tributes. In practice, attackers rarely have direct eavesdropping
capabilities on announcements exchanged between a pair of
directly connected ASes. Instead, attackers may obtain (some)
routing information shared by (some) ASes. In particular, the
public BGP collectors such as RouteViews [65] and RIPE

RIS [66] expose BGP announcements from a subset of ASes,
motivating the Full Attacker model. However, we found that
many (probably most) of these BGP collectors only expose
limited set of attributes, hence will not expose the BGP-
iSec attributes, motivating the Global Attacker model. Note
that both models allow access to announcements from all
ASes, while in reality, only some ASes expose their routing
information (via public BGP collectors or other mechanisms).
Hence, the attack success rates obtained from our simulations
are likely higher than the rates expected in practice.

III. BGP-ISEC DESIGN

In §III-A, we discuss mandatory signatures to defend
against path and attribute manipulations. In §III-B, we discuss
route-leak prevention defenses to prevent benign and malicious
route leaks. We also designed and evaluated a mechanism for
preventing path length shortening (see Appendix A), but its
improvement turned out to be insufficient and hence it is not
included in BGP-iSec.

A. Mandatory Signatures for Announcement Integrity

BGP-iSec ASes sign and verify every announcement whose
origin adopts BGP-iSec. In addition, the signatures are transi-
tive attributes: a BGP-iSec-adopting AS exports an announce-
ment to both adopting and not adopting neighbors (following
export policy). This is in contrast to BGPsec, which includes
signatures only when exporting to a BGPsec-adopting AS,
making it vulnerable to downgrades. As an example, Fig. 2a
shows that in BGPsec, AS 666 sends to AS 9 a manipulated
announcement, with no BGPsec signatures and with a fake
AS-path (666-1); AS 9 prefers this shorter, unsigned path, and
its traffic is hijacked by AS 666. In contrast, Fig. 2b shows
that in BGP-iSec, non-adopting AS 2 propagates the signature
σ1→2 as part of the announcement it sends to AS 9, allowing
AS 9 to verify the partial path from AS 1 to AS 2 in the
announcement, although AS 2 is non-adopting. Similarly, AS
9 detects that the announcement it receives from AS 666 is
invalid, since it does not contain a valid signature σ1→666.
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As a result, AS 9 accepts the announcement from AS 2 and
rejects the announcement from AS 666, and hence does not
fall victim to the path manipulation by AS 666.

BGP-iSec uses the RPKI repository to identify adopting
ASes and their public keys following the KAPK assumption
(see §II-C). Signatures are mandatory; an announcement with a
BGP-iSec-adopting AS is considered invalid, unless it includes
a valid signature by all BGP-iSec-adopting ASes in the AS-
path. We confirmed that BGP-iSec’s effectiveness is robust to
reasonable failures of the KAPK assumption; see §IV-H. While
S-BGP [67] also uses transitive signatures, it predates RPKI
and does not discard announcements ‘missing’ signatures.

As in BGPsec, BGP-iSec does not prefer announcements
based on the number of ASes signing (or not signing). BGP-
iSec only instructs ASes to discard announcements where
some BGP-iSec-adopting AS did not sign properly. BGP-iSec-
adopting ASes may give preference to fully-signed paths, e.g.,
as in security third’ [26], which however does not provide
much benefits, as shown by our experimental results (see §IV).

Note that the BGP specifications [1], [68] instruct ASes
to propagate, without modifications, transitive attributes when
they export announcements. In a recent study [69], about 2% of
the ASes seem to have dropped an unknown transitive attribute.
Based on the above measurement results, we assume that only
a small fraction of the ASes drop BGP-iSec transitive signa-
tures before forwarding announcements. In §IV-G, we confirm
that reasonable percents of non-compliant ASes corrupting the
attribute will not significantly reduce the impact of BGP-iSec.

Alternative: out-of-band delivery of signatures. BGP-iSec can
also be deployed by sending signatures out-of-band, e.g., over
HTTP, rather than as transitive attributes. This can be used if
a significant fraction of the ASes fail to forward the BGP-iSec
transitive attributes, a concern raised in [45], which motivated
abandoning transitive in BGPsec. The retrieval mechanism
(URI) can be specified in the RPKI signed object associated
with the origin AS (as in §II-C).

Secure downgrade. The other concern with mandatory signa-
tures raised in [45] is that an adopting AS may sometimes
be unable to sign due to the computational load [45]. If this
would indeed be a concern, we can allow an adopting AS X to
perform a secure downgrade, which signals that AS X stopped
signing announcements (typically, due to computational load),
as follows. Every AS will include in its BGP-iSec certificate a
downgrade ticket h(x), where h is a one-way hash function and
x is a random downgrade preimage. To stop signing, an AS
appends its downgrade preimage x to its announcements, as a
transitive attribute. Each adopting AS that receives the attribute
containing x will apply h to confirm that x is the correct
preimage of h(x); (only) when this holds, the announcement
will be accepted even without X’s signature.

Integrity-protected attributes. There is a challenge in using
signatures to protect announcements: the announcements are
modified as they are relayed (exported) by ASes, and a
signature can only validate the exact string which was signed.
BGPsec deals with this challenge by signing only the AS-
path attribute (and the identity of the next-AS). The AS-path
attribute and the next-AS also change when exporting the
announcement, but given the AS-path in an announcement A

received by AS Y , it is easy to compute the AS-path and next-
AS of the announcement when purportedly forwarded by any
AS X in the AS-path, allowing BGPsec in AS Y to validate
a signature by AS X over these values.

BGP-iSec generalizes this approach of processing the at-
tributes as received (e.g., by AS Y ) to recover the contents
of these attributes when the announcement was exported and
signed by previous BGP-iSec-adopting ASes along the path
(e.g., X); we say that such transitive attributes are integrity-
protected. In addition to protecting AS-path (and next-AS)
as in BGPsec, integrity-protected attributes include the OTC
and UP attributes, used by BGP-iSec against route leaks (see
§III-B). Other attributes can also be integrity-protected; e.g.,
fixed attributes, i.e., transitive attributes that are set only by
the origin and not modified by (benign) exporting ASes.

When exporting an announcement A, a BGP-iSec-adopting
AS X adds to A a transitive attribute containing its signature
σX , using its (private) signing key, over a string denoted
TBSbyX(A), which represents the string to-be-signed (TBS)
by AS X when exporting A . TBSbyX(A) encodes all pairs
(θ,A[θ]), where θ is a integrity-protected attribute and A[θ] is
the value of the θ attribute in announcement A, in alphabetic
order of the attribute names. A BGP-iSec-adopting AS Y that
receives announcement A computes TBSbyX(A) for every
BGP-iSec-adopting AS X in A’s AS-path, and validates that
A contains a signature σX by AS X over TBSbyX(A).
AS Y computes TBSbyX(A) as the (alphabetically-ordered)
sequence of pairs {(θ, revertYθ (X,A))}, for all integrity-
protected attributes θ in A.

Intuitively, revertYθ (X,A) outputs the value of attribute θ
as sent by AS X , or ⊥ if θ was only added by an AS after
X , or if θ is not integrity-protected. We define revertYθ (X,A)
in Appendix §D for AS-path, OTC, UP and fixed attributes. It
can be extended for other integrity-protected attributes.

In Theorem 1 we show that BGP-iSec ensures announce-
ment integrity, which we define as the integrity of integrity-
protected attributes.

Deployment considerations. When an AS is deploying BGP-
iSec, it may add signatures to announcements gradually, to ease
deployment and/or identify problems. The AS would publish
its public keys to the RPKI and signal that it is adopting
only after it has completed deployment of BGP-iSec-signing
and confirmed that the signatures propagate correctly, avoiding
dropping of announcements before deployment is complete.

Protecting communities? It may also be desirable to pro-
tect security-sensitive communities, which will defend against
the attacks of [20], [21]. However, compared to transitive
path attributes, communities are more likely to be benignly
dropped by intermediate ASes, since communities are often
implemented by network operators in their operator-policy
code, while transitive attributes are implemented by router
vendors in the operating system [70]. A protected community
that is dropped will invalidate the signature (and hence the
announcement). We may protect a community by copying it
into a transitive attribute, allowing recovery of the community
when the corresponding attribute is intact. The attacker can
still remove or corrupt the attribute, but this will invalidate the
announcement (like for other integrity-protected attributes).
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Fig. 3: Example route leaks, BGPsec vs BGP-iSec. (a) BGPsec. AS 666 does not adopt BGPsec, and relays an announcement that it receives
from its provider AS 2 to another provider, AS 3, which is not detected by BGPsec. Even if AS 666 did adopt BGPsec, it could still leak a
signed and valid path to AS 3, which would not be stopped by BGPsec. (b) BGP-iSec. AS 666 leaks an announcement it received from its
provider AS 2 to its other provider AS 3, violating valley-free routing. In the figure, AS 666 relays the announcement without the protected-OTC
attribute (OTC2); hence, the signature is invalid, and AS 3 discards the announcement. If, instead, AS 666 retained the OTC attribute, then
AS 3 would discard the announcement due to receiving an OTC announcement from a customer (AS 666). If AS 666 sent the announcement
without the signature, then AS 3 would discard it since it knows AS 2 is adopting and detects the missing signature.

B. Defenses Against Route Leaks

Preventing route leaks is not one of the design goals of
BGPsec [47]. For example, Fig. 3a shows AS 666 leaking to
its provider, AS 3, the announcement that AS 666 received
from its (other) provider, AS 2. AS 3 prefers this route-leak
announcement over the announcement it receives directly from
AS 2, since AS 666 is a customer (‘relationship first, length
second’). As a result, AS 3’s traffic is hijacked by AS 666.

To prevent route leaks, BGP-iSec extends a recent
method from the IETF, Only-To-Customer (OTC) transitive
attribute [18], which signals that an announcement should only
be sent ‘down’, i.e., to customers3. The value of the OTC
attribute is an ASN X in the AS-path, which is a provider
or peer of the following AS in the AS-path, and therefore,
following X , the announcement should be exported only to
customers (see Appendix §B). The OTC attribute does not
provide authentication, so does not suffice to protect against
a malicious AS intentionally leaking a route—an attacker can
simply remove the OTC and the leak will go undetected.

We designed and evaluated three complementing defenses
against route-leakage for BGP-iSec: Protected-OTC, hash-
based UP attributes, and ProConID. Protected-OTC is simply
an integrity-protected variant of OTC; the other two defenses
are novel. As we shall see, the UP attributes significantly
enhances the security of Protected-OTC in the Global Attacker
model, while ProConID further improves the security of the
other two mechanisms in the Full Attacker model, at the cost
of additional complexity and overhead.

1) Protected-OTC: The Protected-OTC mechanism simply
signs the OTC attribute to protect it (see Appendix B). Fig. 3b
shows one example, where since AS 2 signs OTC2 and AS
2 is the next-hop AS of AS 1, AS 666 cannot remove AS 2

3A method similar to OTC is Down-Only (DO) community [70]. As ex-
plained in [70], OTC attribute and DO community present different tradeoffs:
OTC attributes are less likely to be dropped but require a software upgrade
in the router OS, which may delay adoption; communities do not require a
router upgrade, but are more likely to be dropped. We only consider OTC
attribute in this paper since DO community is more likely to be dropped.

or OTC2. As a result, AS 3 discards the announcement with
OTC2 from AS 666, preventing the route leak.

The above mechanism is similar to those proposed in [42],
[43], which use a protected flag to mark an announcement
being sent to a peer or customer, thus allowing the subsequent
receivers of the announcement to check if it follows a valid
path. However, these two studies did not quantify the effec-
tiveness of the above in partial deployment as we do. We also
design additional route leak defenses below, and our results
show that these additional defenses significantly improve the
defense against route leaks.

2) The UP Attributes: In partial deployment, the above
Protected-OTC mechanism will not always suffice. Consider
the scenario in Fig. 4a where AS 666 receives from AS 4
an announcement with two signatures, σ1→2 and σ4→666, the
latter covering a signed OTC attribute. AS 666 can ‘remove’
AS 4 from the AS-path, allowing it to remove the OTC
attribute, and to claim to have received the announcement
directly from the non-adopting AS 2. Note this attack works
even though AS 4 adopts BGP-iSec as described so far.

To reduce the attacker’s ability to remove the OTC attribute,
BGP-iSec includes another defense: the Up-Permitted (UP)
attribute. This defense relies on the difficulty of guessing
preimages of one-way hash functions. It also assumes that the
BGP-iSec attributes (in particular, the UP attribute) are not
exposed to the attacker, which holds in the Global Attacker
model, but not in the MitM and Full Attacker models. In-
deed, our evaluations (§IV) show that the UP attributes only
contribute to security under the Global Attacker model, not
the Full Attacker model. In §III-B3, we present the ProConID
mechanism, which provides defense against the Full Attacker.

The UP attribute works as follows. Consider an adopting
AS X that exports an announcement A to a provider; namely,
A may be sent ‘up’, or is ‘Up-Permitted’ (UP). Then X adds
to A two transitive attributes: UP-image and UP-preimage.
The UP-preimage attribute contains a randomly chosen preim-
age UPPre

X for the one-way hash function h, and the UP-
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Fig. 4: Illustration of route leak prevention with Protected-OTC, without and with hash-based UP attributes in (a) and (b), respectively. (a)
Without UP attributes. Since AS 2 is non-adopting, this allows AS 666 to announce the path 666-2-1, removing the signature and attributes
added by AS 4, including the OTC attribute OTC4, and evading detection by AS 3. For clarity, path shortening (PS) attributes are omitted. (b)
With the (signed) UP Img attributes. AS 666 can remove the signature and attributes added by AS 4, including the OTC attribute OTC4, but
cannot remove UP Img

1 or find UPPre
1 , so AS 3 detects the route leak. Note this only defends against the Global Attacker; the Full Attacker

will know the value of the UPPre
1 attribute.

image attribute UP Img
X contains h(UPPre

X ). The UP-image
attribute is included in the contents signed by the adopting
ASes when adding or relaying it. The UP-preimage is not
signed, and is removed whenever an adopting AS exports the
announcement to a customer or a peer. Therefore, an adopting
AS that receives an announcement containing a signed UP-
image attribute UP Img

X but without the correct UP-preimage
UPPre

X will consider the announcement as ‘down-only’. If this
AS exports this announcement, it will add the OTC attribute to
signal that it can only be forwarded to customers subsequently.

Fig. 4b illustrates the UP attributes defense. Recall that
Fig. 4a shows that the attacker succeeds when only Protected-
OTC is used. In Fig. 4b, we show how the same attack is
foiled when ASes 1 and 4 deploy the UP attributes. ASes
1 and 4 generate random preimages UPPre

1 , UPPre
4 , com-

pute UP Img
1 = h(UPPre

1 ), UP Img
4 = h(UPPre

4 ), and add
UP Img

1 , UP Img
4 as transitive attribute to their announcements,

respectively. Since AS 666 is a customer of AS 4, AS 4
does not send to AS 666 the UPPre

1 and UPPre
4 attributes.

Instead, it adds and signs the OTC attribute, OTC4. AS 666
can shorten the AS-path and remove AS 4, and then remove
OTC4 and UP Img

4 from the announcement. However, AS
666 cannot remove UP Img

1 (since this attribute is contained in
σ1→2) or find the correct value of UPPre

1 . Hence the route-leak
announcement from AS 666 to AS 3 is detected and dropped.

Note that the scenario in Fig. 4b does not make use of
UPPre

4 . Indeed, in this and many other scenarios, it suffices for
the origin (e.g., AS 1) to include the UP attribute. However, in
some scenarios, the attacker may be able to obtain the origin’s
UP-preimage, e.g., when a rogue AS is one of the providers
of the origin, but not the UP-image from another adopting AS.

The UP-image attributes from non-origin ASes reduce this risk
with an additional small overhead.

3) Providers-Cone Identification (ProConID): This mech-
anism protects against the Full Attacker, in contrast to the
Protected-OTC and UP attributes defenses, which only protect
against the Global Attacker. Fig. 5 shows the same setting as
that in Fig. 4, except that it is for the Full Attacker model,
instead of the Global Attacker model in Fig. 4. In Fig. 5a, the
attacker, AS 666, knows the UP pre

1 attribute based on the Full
Attacker model, and hence can construct a fake announcement
with the legitimate UP pre

1 and UP img
1 , fooling AS 3 into

choosing the fake announcement and falling victim to the
route leak from AS 666. Fig. 5b illustrates the ProConID
mechanism. As we shall see, it allows AS 3 to detect the route
leak from AS 666.

The main element of ProConID is ProConID-list, a new
RPKI object, signed and distributed by every BGP-iSec-
adopting AS. For a BGP-iSec-adopting AS X , its ProConID-
list can be obtained from the provider cone of X , i.e., the cone
containing all the ASes that can be reached following provider-
customer relationship upward from X (following convention,
we place providers above customers in AS-topology). As an
example, Fig. 6 shows the provider cone of an adopting AS
(AS 1). Given the provider cone of AS X , the ProConID-list of
X includes the first BGP-iSec-adopting AS along any upward
path in the cone. In Fig. 6, the ProConID-list of AS 1 includes
{2, 7, 8, 10}.

ProConID validation process. Consider an announcement
A that contains an AS-path with a BGP-iSec-adopting AS, X0,
as the origin, followed by a sequence of ASes, X1, . . . , Xℓ,
some being adopters and others not. We next only consider
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Fig. 5: (a) Illustration of route leak by a Full Attacker, circumventing the UP-attribute and Protected-OTC defenses, and (b) how this attack
is foiled by the ProConID defense. In (a), the attacker, AS 666, eavesdrops on the announcement from AS 2 to AS 4, and exports it as if it
was sent to it. This announcement avoids the OTC (added by AS 4) and retains the UP preimage, hence, circumventing these defenses. In
(b), adopting ASes (1, 3 and 4) deploy also ProConID. AS 3 detects the leak, since AS 1 is the last (and only) adopter in the AS-path of the
announcement, and AS 3 is not included in AS 1’s ProConID-list. AS 3 would similarly detect the leak if AS 666 would be adopting (not
shown), where AS 3 detects the leak since AS 666 is not in the ProConID-list of AS 1.
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Fig. 6: Illustration of provider cone and ProConID-list of a BGP-
iSec-adopting AS (AS 1).

BGP-iSec-adopting ASes along the path, and index them as
i0 < · · · < ip ≤ ℓ, where i0 = 0 since X0 is adopting, and
Xℓ can be adopting or not adopting, corresponding to ip = ℓ
and ip < ℓ, respectively. Assume another BGP-iSec-adopting
AS, AS Y , receives announcement A from Xℓ. Then AS Y
discards A if it is not ProConID-valid, which we define as
follows. (i) If Xℓ is a provider of Y , then A is ProConID-
valid. (ii) If Xℓ is a peer of Y , then the condition that A is
ProConID-valid if and only if for every BGP-iSec-adopting
AS Xij , where i0 ≤ ij < ip, it holds that Xij+1

is in the
ProConID-list of Xij . (iii) If Xℓ is a customer of Y , then the
condition that A is ProConID-valid only differs from case (ii)
in that it further needs that Y is in the ProConID-list of Xip .

We use Fig. 5b to illustrate the above validation process.
The ProConID-list of each BGP-iSec-adopting AS is marked
in the figure. The validation fails for the route-leakage sent by
the attacker (AS 666) to AS 3, since AS 3 is not listed in the
ProConID-list of AS 1, while it should be if AS 666 is not
adopting; and AS 666 does not appear in the ProConID-list of
AS 1, while it should be if AS 666 is adopting.

Creating and maintaining ProConID-list. Network admin-
istrators may often know the identities and relationships of
ASes in their provider cone, allowing them to directly and
correctly define their ProConID-list. This is because provider

cone is often small, and hence can be relatively easy to
manage. For instance, using the CAIDA topology [44], we
find that the median provider cone size of an AS is only 30
and the 90th percentile is 160. We can also assist network ad-
ministrators to define and update the ProConID-list as follows.
An adopting AS that detects that an incoming announcement
may not pass ProConID validation can alert the origin and/or
other relevant adopting ASes, allowing them to check and, if
necessary, update their ProConID-list. The alert can use an
out-of-band protocol, e.g., automated email. We expect the
number of such events to be be relatively small since the sizes
of the ProConID-list and provider cone are typically small,
and the ProConID-list only requires the first adopter in each
upstream path. In §IV-F, we quantify the operational overhead
of ProConID using simulation.

When adopting ProConID in practice, as with other In-
ternet validation mechanisms, e.g., Sender Policy Framework
(SPF) [71], ASes may allow a grace period from the time of
adoption of BGP-iSec (by origin and by receiving AS), during
which they will only provide alerts but not yet drop ProConID-
invalid announcements. Great care must also be taken when
adding customer-provider relationships. When an adopting AS
C joins the customer cone of another adopting AS, P , then
ProConID filtering at P may drop announcements from C
until C adds P to its ProConID-list. To prevent such transient
dropping of announcements, we recommend that P will apply
ProConID filtering only if P requires its direct customer ASes
to report any new AS in P ’s customer cone. When P is
informed of such new adopting AS C, then P should drop
announcements that do not pass validation only after a grace
period, allowing ProConID-lists to be updated.

The ProConID mechanism can be seen as a more se-
cure variant of Autonomous System Provider Authorization
(ASPA) [19], a recent IETF proposal. In ASPA, each par-
ticipating AS publishes a signed list of its provider ASes,
which are used to detect route leaks that violates valley-
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free routing and some path manipulations (similar to Path-
end validation [28]). If sufficiently deployed, ASPA can be
effective against unintentional route leaks; however, even with
high adoption, ASPA may fail against intentional route leaks.
For example, consider topology of Fig. 5. Suppose that ASes
1, 4 and 3 adopt ASPA, while AS 2 does not, then AS 666
can still leak, using AS-path 666-2-1, without the need of any
eavesdropping capabilities.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

A. Evaluation Settings

We evaluate the effectiveness of BGP-iSec using custom
extensions4 to the BGPy simulator [72]. This simulator prop-
agates BGP announcements following the CAIDA serial 2
AS graph from September 2022 [44]. As described in §II-B,
our simulations assume the widely used valley-free routing
and export-to-all policy. For path selection, we consider both
security-third and security-never policies. Since security-third
has been used in existing works on BGP security (e.g., [26],
[73]), we report the results for security-third to be consistent
with the literature. We however recommend security-never
in practice due to its ease of implementation and similar
performance as security-third; see Appendix C-A.

We focus on post-ROV attacks. Prefix/sub-prefix hijacks
are very effective attacks until ROV is widely adopted. For
instance, as shown in [16], even when ROV adoption rate
increases to 75%, a sub-prefix hijacker can intercept traffic
from 25% of the ASes, which is higher than the rate obtained
by path manipulation and route leaks (e.g., those shown in
Fig. 7). Therefore, we assume wide adoption of ROV, and the
attacker makes ROV-valid announcements (i.e., with legitimate
origins and prefix lengths—no prefix or sub-prefix hijacks).

As in most evaluations of BGP security, we focus on
the case of a single rogue AS; multiple collaborating rogue
ASes will be more damaging. We consider two attack mod-
els, Global Attacker and Full Attacker (see §II-D). In both
models, the attacker receives the announcements from all the
ASes; in practice, we expect attackers to be able to collect
announcements only from some ASes (e.g., from public BGP
collectors). The Full Attacker is stronger since it has access to
all BGP attributes, while Global Attacker is given access only
to non-BGP-iSec attributes. In the following, unless otherwise
specified, the results are for the Full Attacker model. We focus
on interception attacks, where the attacker aims to attract the
traffic destined to a victim AS (i.e., the origin of a prefix
announcement), except in §IV-E, where we consider DoS
attacks, i.e., the attacker aims to disconnect the victim AS.

We compare the security of BGP-iSec, BGPsec, and Path-
end validation [28], which only protects the first hop from the
origin and has been shown to outperform BGPsec. For each
security policy, we assume a certain percentage of ASes adopts
the policy, while the others run plain BGP. The percentage
of adoption varies from 1%-99% for a given policy. At each
percent adoption, 7,000 independent trials were performed
with a uniformly randomly chosen attacker, origin, and set of
adopting ASes. Unless otherwise stated, the origin is assumed
to be adopting (i.e., adopting BGPsec, BGP-iSec, or Path-
end validation), since otherwise, the attacker can simply use

4Code available at https://github.com/c-morris/bgpy pathsec

Aggressive strategy (see below), which is very effective for all
the defenses we consider. As an example, in Fig. 2b, if the
origin (AS 1) is not adopting BGP-iSec, then the attacker (AS
666) can simply announce 666-1, which will not be dropped by
any BGP-iSec-adopting AS in the network. In Appendix C-C,
we report the results when the origin may not be adopting. For
each evaluation metric, we present the average and the 95%
confidence intervals.

Attack strategies. The attacker may use path shortening and/or
route leaks. Attacks can be aggressive or timid, i.e., without
trying to or trying to avoid detection by the adopting ASes. For
BGP-iSec, when the adoption rate is low, the aggressive ap-
proach is more likely to succeed, since there are less adopting
ASes to drop hijack announcements. When the adoption rate
increases, the timid approach becomes more effective for the
attacker. Finding the optimal attack strategy to attract the most
traffic is NP-hard [50]. Henceforth, we consider the following
heuristic attack strategies that are intuitively effective:

• Aggressive strategy: With this strategy, the attacker uses
the most aggressive path manipulation and export policy, not
trying to avoid detection. Specifically, it uses a 1-hop path
manipulation, i.e., setting the AS-path to be the origin followed
by itself (hence only the first position in AS-path is correct),
and exports the hijack announcement to all its neighbors. Note
that 1-hop path manipulation minimizes the AS-path length to
make the announcement more likely to be selected as the best
route, without violating ROV because the origin is legitimate.
As we shall see, this Aggressive strategy is very effective for
BGPsec; for BGP-iSec, it is only effective for low adoption.

• Shortest-Path Export-All (SP-EA) strategy: This strategy,
first defined and used in [50], is similar to the Aggressive
strategy, except being timid in terms of path manipulation: the
attacker shortens the AS path as much as possible, but without
being detected by the defense mechanisms. After attempting to
shorten the path, the attacker exports (leaks) it to all neighbors.

• Timid strategy: This strategy is even more timid than
SP-EA: the attacker is timid in both path manipulations and
route leaks. Specifically, if an announcement has a Protected-
OTC that cannot be removed or is missing an UP preimage
unavailable to the attacker, the attacker will not attempt to leak
the announcement at all. We found that in most scenarios, this
Timid strategy is less effective than SP-EA. We therefore omit
the results for this strategy.

Choice of attacker and origin ASes. We select both the
attacker and legitimate origin (i.e., victim) uniformly at random
from the set of multi-homed ASes, i.e., those that have more
than one peer or provider. The reason for making the attacker
multi-homed is two-fold. First, an attacker performing a route
leak without shortening the path needs to have more than one
provider to launch route leaks. Second, a stub AS with only
one provider is more likely to be subject to prefix filtering by
its provider, which makes the stub AS less likely to be able
to perform any kind of attack at all. We choose the legitimate
origin as a random multi-homed AS, since multi-home ASes
are often large content providers or organizations with end
users, and therefore more likely targets.
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Fig. 8: The interception rates of a Full Attacker for adopting and
non-adopting ASes separately.

B. BGP-iSec: Security Benefits

Fig. 7 compares the attacker interception rate, i.e., the
percentage of ASes whose traffic to the victim is intercepted by
the attacker. The results for each security policy (i.e., BGPsec,
Path-end validation, or BGP-iSec) are obtained using the best
attacker strategy at each adoption rate, i.e., the strategy that
maximizes the attacker interception rate. Compared to the
baseline (i.e., all ASes use BGP and ROV, but no path defenses
against path manipulation and route leaks), BGPsec reduces the
percentage of ASes hijacked by less than one percent until 30%
of ASes have deployed it, and only roughly 5% more at 99%
adoption. In contrast, BGP-iSec reduces the interception rate
consistently, from about 27% down to essentially zero. In ad-
dition, BGP-iSec is already effective at low adoption rate: the
attacker interception rate of BGP-iSec with only 10% adoption
is already lower than that of BGPsec with 99% adoption. The
performance of Path-end validation is between BGPsec and
BGP-iSec: it leads to similar performance as BGP-iSec at low
adoption rates, while significantly underperforms BGP-iSec at
higher adoption rates.

Fig. 7 differentiates the results from the Aggressive and
SP-EA strategies using stars and circles, respectively. For
BGPsec, the Aggressive strategy is more effective than SP-EA
for all adoption rates, since the attacker can always remove
the signature and does not need to evade detection. For BGP-
iSec, at low adoption, the Aggressive strategy is much stronger,
but quickly becomes less effective than SP-EA at around 30%
adoption. Similarly, for Path-end validation, the Aggressive
strategy is initially more effective and then becomes less
effective as the adoption rate increases.

Fig. 8 plots the attacker interception rate for BGP-iSec,
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Fig. 9: Stacked area plot for the outcomes of different categories of
ASes (adopting and non-adopting) against a Full Attacker.

separating between adopting and non-adopting ASes. For the
adopting ASes (solid green lines), the attacker inception rate
is zero under Aggressive strategy since the adopting ASes can
detect the attack directly and will drop the hijack announce-
ments; under SP-EA strategy, the attacker inception rate is
non-zero, but drops steadily as the adoption rate increases.
For the non-adopting ASes, the relative effectiveness of the
two attack strategies is the opposite: the Aggressive strategy
leads to higher interception rate than SP-EA for all adoption
rates. Therefore, summarizing the interception rate across both
adoption and non-adopting ASes, the best attack strategy
changes from the Aggressive strategy to SP-EA as the adoption
rate increases (see Fig. 7). We also see from Fig. 8 that,
for a given adoption rate and attack strategy, the adopting
ASes have lower interception rate than the non-adopting ASes,
demonstrating the benefits of adopting BGP-iSec.

C. BGP-iSec: Results Breakdown

Following [26], we classify the ASes into the following five
categories: (i) Immune: ASes that will route to the legitimate
origin even in the baseline case, i.e., even without the use
of BGPsec or BGP-iSec. (ii) Protectable by BGPsec: ASes
whose traffic will be routed to the legitimate origin if they
deploy either BGPsec or BGP-iSec, (iii) Protectable by BGP-
iSec: ASes whose traffic will be routed to the legitimate origin
if using BGP-iSec (but would be intercepted by attacker if
using BGPsec), (iv) Disconnected by BGP-iSec: ASes whose
traffic would be disconnected (to avoid interception) by BGP-
iSec. (v) Doomed (even with BGP-iSec): ASes that will be
intercepted by the attacker even if deploying BGP-iSec.

Fig. 9 is a stacked area plot on the percentages of the
above categories of ASes versus adoption rate, considering all
ASes. The rectangular blue region shows that the percentage
of immune ASes among all the ASes is 72%. This value is
independent of the adoption rate since it is for the baseline
case with no adoption of BGPsec or BGP-iSec. The orange
region shows the percentage of protectable ASes by BGPsec
over the various adoption rates, which, consistent with the
results in Fig. 7, increases very slowly with the adoption rate
of BGPsec: even at 99% adoption, only 5.2% of the ASes are
protectable by BGPsec. The green region shows the additional
percentage of protectable ASes by BGP-iSec-UP over BGPsec,
where BGP-iSec-UP is a variant of BGP-iSec, which adopts
transitive signature, Protected-OTC, and UP attribute but not
the ProConID mechanism. In contrast to the orange region,
we already notice protectable ASes by BGP-iSec-UP even for
low adoption rate of 10%; when the adoption rate reaches 99%,
nearly all the ASes that are not already immune to attacks are
protectable by BGP-iSec-UP. The light green region shows the
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Fig. 10: Impact of BGP-iSec mechanisms. In (b), the results for BGP-
iSec-Trans-OTC-Only and BGP-iSec-UP overlap. Stars and circles
mark Aggressive and SP-EA strategies, respectively.

additional percentage of ASes that are protected by the full-
fledged BGP-iSec over BGP-iSec-UP, i.e., the benefits from
the ProConID mechanism. We see that the benefits are clearer
when the adoption rate is from 30% to 80%. Last, the gray
region shows the percentage of doomed or disconnected ASes
even with BGP-iSec (we present the percentage for these two
categories together since the percentage of disconnection is
close to zero), which decreases with the adoption rate and
approaches zero when the adoption rate is 99%.

D. Impact of BGP-iSec Mechanisms

We consider the following variants of BGP-iSec: (i) BGP-
iSec-Trans-Only: it only includes the transitive signature
mechanism, the most basic mechanism in BGP-iSec, without
the other mechanisms, (ii) BGP-iSec-Trans-OTC-Only: it
includes the transitive signature and Protected-OTC but not
UP attributes. Comparing this variant with BGP-iSec-Trans-
Only shows the additional benefits from Protected-OTC. (iii)
BGP-iSec-UP: it includes the transitive signature, Protected-
OTC, and the UP attributes. Comparing this variant with BGP-
iSec-Trans-OTC-Only shows the additional benefits from UP
attributes, while comparing the full-fledged BGP-iSec with it
shows the additional benefits from the ProConID mechanism.

Fig. 10a plots the attacker interception rate against all
ASes under the Global Attacker model, again showing the best
attack strategy for each adoption rate. The results for BGP-
iSec, the above three variants, and BGPsec are plotted in the
figure. We see that BGP-iSec-Trans-Only already significantly
outperforms BGPsec, i.e., even just using the transitive signa-
tures alone already leads to significant benefits over BGPsec.
Comparing BGP-iSec-Trans-OTC-Only and BGP-iSec-Trans-
Only shows the importance of Protected-OTC: it contributes
to up to 15% reduction in attacker interception. The gap
between BGP-iSec-UP and BGP-iSec-Trans-OTC-Only further
shows the additional benefits of the UP attributes in defending
against route leaks. Last, the ProConID mechanism leads to
more benefits over BGP-iSec-UP (particularly for 20% to 80%
adoption), at the cost of higher complexity.

Fig. 10b shows the results under the Full Attacker model.
We again see that all variants of BGP-iSec have lower in-
terception rate than BGPsec. For all variants of BGP-iSec,
the interception rates under the Global and Full Attacker
models are identical for the Aggressive strategy. For the SP-EA
strategy, the Full Attacker model leads to higher interception
rates than the Global Attacker model, for all variants of BGP-
iSec except for the full-fledged BGP-iSec. Consider BGP-iSec-
Trans-Only as an example. As long as there exists one non-
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Fig. 12: (a) Average number of signatures verified by each adopting
AS per prefix: BGPsec vs. BGP-iSec. and (b) The operational
overhead of ProConID mechanism.

adopting provider Y of the origin X , then the attacker R can
shorten the path to R-Y -X and attach the signature from X to
Y , and its attack will not be detected. The same observation
holds for BGP-iSec-Trans-OTC-only and BGP-iSec-UP (in
fact, the results of these two variants overlap in Fig. 10b since
UP attribute is not effective in the Full Attacker model, as
illustrated in Fig. 5a). Under the full-fledged BGP-iSec, the
above attacks can be detected since the attacker is a multi-
homed edge AS, and once it leaks to an adopting provider, the
ProConID mechanism will detect the route leak and drop the
leaked announcement (see one example in Fig. 5b).

E. Disconnection DoS Attack

So far, we have focused on interception attacks. We now
consider an attacker whose goal is to disconnect the ASes, i.e.,
a DoS attacker. The disconnections can be due to two reasons:
(i) control-plane disconnections, i.e., the attacker propagates a
fake announcement with a short invalid path, which is later
detected as invalid by an adopting AS and then dropped,
causing some other ASes to have no route to the destination,
and (ii) data-plane disconnections, i.e., the attacker was able
to intercept data packets from other ASes, and then simply
drop the traffic, instead of forwarding them to the destination.
Fig. 11a shows the percentage of ASes (adopting and non-
adopting) that are disconnected from the destination under
a Full Attacker. It again shows the results from the best
attacking strategy for each adoption rate. We see that BGP-
iSec is significantly more effective in reducing disconnections
than BGPsec. For both policies, the best attack strategy is the
Aggressive strategy (marked by stars) for all adoption rates.

Fig. 11b shows the results for the adopting and non-
adopting ASes separately with BGP-iSec. Under the same
attack strategy, at a given adoption rate, adopting ASes have
lower percentage of disconnections than non-adopting ASes,
again demonstrating the benefits of adopting BGP-iSec.
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F. Computational and Operational Overhead

The computational overhead of BGP-iSec and BGPsec
differs in that BGPsec is mostly inactive until very high
adoption rates, while BGP-iSec is active even at low adoption
rates. In addition, BGP-iSec has overhead in hashing for the
UP attributes, but this overhead is much lower than signature
operations. Fig. 12a plots the average number of signatures
verified per prefix for these two protocols. The results are
obtained using the Best Path Only (BPO) optimization from
[25]. That is, an adopting AS will only verify signatures on the
best path it receives, as opposed to all of them. As expected,
the gap in signatures verification overhead between BGP-
iSec and BGPsec decreases with adoption rate, and becomes
similar at high adoption rate. The results when using a naive,
unoptimized implementation (i.e., an adopting AS verifies the
signatures of all the announcements that it receives) show
similar trends (see full version [74]).

For the ProConID mechanism, the operational overhead for
an adopting AS comes primarily from creating and maintaining
its ProConID-list. Specifically, we evaluate (i) initialization
overhead when an AS first builds its ProConID-list, and (ii)
maintenance overhead, i.e., the additional work for an AS to
maintain its ProConID-list as other ASes adopt BGP-iSec.
In both cases, we assume that an AS knows its immediate
providers and needs to verify the providers that are two or
more hops away (this is a conservative estimate since many
times an AS knows its two-hop providers as well), and the
overhead is quantified by the number of verifications that is
needed for these unknown providers (which may need to be
done manually by network administrators). For an AS, to
determine its initialization overhead, we apply breadth-first
search to its provider cone, and find the first adopting AS
along each upstream branch, which forms a sub-tree, and then
follow the sub-tree to determine the number of verifications
needed. For example, in Fig. 6, AS 1 determines the sub-tree
to ends at {2,7,8,10}. The cost for AS 1 to add AS 2 into its
ProConID-list is 0 since AS 2 is a direct provider of AS 1; to
add ASes 7, 8 and 10, the cost is 3 since AS 4 needs to verify
AS 8, and AS 3 needs to verify ASes 7 and 6 (there is no cost
for AS 6 to verify AS 10 since AS 10 is a direct provider of
AS 6). During the verification for initialization, AS 1 further
stores the provider information, which can be used to reduce
maintenance cost later on. Specifically, suppose AS 6 adopts
BGP-iSec at a later time, then AS 1 needs to add AS 6 into
its ProConID-list, replacing AS 10, which will not incur any
cost since AS 1 has already saved the information that AS 6
is a two-hop provider, closer than AS 10 during initialization.

Fig. 12b plots average overhead per AS, obtained by
assuming a random order of adoption and calculating the
overhead as ASes adopt following the order. As expected,
initialization overhead first increases and then decreases with
adoption rate. This is because for an AS X , for low adoption
rate, very few ASes are in X’s ProConID-list, while for high
adoption rate, it is more likely that the ASes in X’s ProConID-
list are closer to X . We see maintenance overhead decreases
with adoption rate since the provider information of AS X has
been stored earlier and less update in ProConID-list is needed
for high adoption rate.

BGP-iSec also increases somewhat the sizes of BGP an-
nouncements (due to additional attributes) and the amount of
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data that the ASes need to store (e.g., for downgrade tickets).
However, the increase is modest, and unlikely to cause concern
in terms of bandwidth or storage, especially with the out-
of-band mechanism we describe in §III-A. In addition, BGP
Extended Message Support [75] allows message size up to 64
KB, which can easily accommodate the BGP-iSec attributes.

G. Impact of Dropping Attributes

So far, we have assumed that benign ASes (i.e., the ASes
that are not the attacker) do not drop transitive signatures in
BGP-iSec. We next consider the scenarios where some non-
adopting ASes drop transitive signatures. Specifically, a non-
adopting AS can (i) discard the transitive signatures, and then
forward the announcement, or (ii) drop an entire announcement
that includes transitive signatures. The experiments in a recent
study [69] on PEERING platform [76], [77] show that the
above two cases happen to less than 2% and 1% of the ASes
that they investigated, respectively. We evaluated BGP-iSec
under both cases. In the following, we only present the results
under case (i); the results under case (ii) are similar.

To combat the above dropping behavior, an AS that wants
to adopt BGP-iSec can do one of the following: if it knows
that all its providers drop transitive signatures, then it will not
adopt BGP-iSec (since if it adopts, all its announcements will
be dropped by some adopting ASes later on), or if it knows that
at least one of its providers forwards unrecognized transitive
attributes in compliance with the BGP specification, then it
only uses such providers.

Following the above approach, BGP-iSec will avoid paths
which include any ASes that drop transitive signatures. There-
fore, the impact of these ‘attribute dropping ASes’ is mainly
in causing disconnections. Fig. 13a plots the percentage of
the BGP-iSec adopting ASes that are disconnected for a wide
range of dropping rate, from 1% to 16%, i.e., 0.5 to 8 times
of the dropping rate observed in [69]. The baseline result is
when the dropping rate is zero. In this case, the disconnection
is close-to-zero (it is not exactly zero due to the specific AS
graph that we use). The disconnection rate increases with the
dropping rate because a BGP-iSec AS must drop announce-
ments with unexpected missing attributes, even though it is
not due to attack and the AS path is actually legitimate. For
all the dropping rates, the disconnection rate decreases as the
BGP-iSec adoption rate increases. Even when the dropping
rate is 4%, i.e., twice as that in [69], the disconnection rate is
low (less than 5%) for all adoption rates. When the dropping
rate increases to 8% and 16%, as expected, the disconnection
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rate increases substantially, particularly for low adoption rate.
On the other hand, as mentioned earlier, we expect that the
dropping rate to be low, since path attributes (such as transitive
signatures in BGP-iSec), once adopted, are supported by the
router’s BGP software [70].

H. Impact of Violating KAPK Assumption

The KAPK assumption (see §II-C) can be violated due to
various reasons, e.g., publication delays in RPKI [78], failure
conditions [79], or delayed fetching by the adopting ASes [80].
We next explore the impact of violating KAPK assumption,
i.e., some BGP-iSec adopters are unknown by other adopters.
In this scenario, the unknown adopters still verify signatures
and enforce route leak prevention, but other adopters cannot
verify their signatures. The attacker is also aware of which
adopters are unknown, and therefore, will remove signatures
from these unknown adopters, and then manipulate unprotected
fields (e.g., remove OTC or shorten the AS-path), since such
manipulation will not be detected.

We vary the percentage of unknown adopters in a wide
range, 1% to 30%, to accommodate both normal and failure
conditions. Fig. 13b plots the results. It only shows the results
under SP-EA since the Aggressive strategy is not affected by
the unknown adopters. We see that even when 30% of the
adopters are unknown, which may only happen under extreme
failure conditions, the impact is still small.

V. SECURITY ANALYSIS

We next analyze BGP-iSec and prove several security
properties under the MitM and Full Attacker models.

Announcement integrity. We next define integrity-valid an-
nouncements and the announcement integrity property;

Definition 1 (Integrity-valid announcements and announce-
ment integrity). We say announcement A is integrity-valid if
for every benign BGP-iSec-adopting AS X in the AS-path
of A, it holds that X has previously sent an announcement
A′ whose integrity-protected attributes were identical to these
in TBSbyX(A), i.e., for every reversible attribute θ holds
A′[θ] = A[θ]. We say that BGP-iSec ensures announce-
ment integrity if benign BGP-iSec-adopting ASes drop every
announcement which is not integrity-valid. See Definition 4
for the definitions of integrity-protected attributes, A[θ] and
TBSbyX(A).

No false positives. There are situations where a benign BGP-
iSec-adopting AS will discard an incoming integrity-valid
announcement, e.g., when this is a route leak. However,
such ‘rogue announcements’ can only be due to a rogue AS
on the path, or to an announcement corrupted by a MitM
attacker; BGP-iSec should not discard an announcement that
was forwarded only by benign ASes. Let us define this no false
positives requirement.

Definition 2 (No false positives). We say that BGP-iSec
ensures no false positives if whenever a BGP-iSec-deploying
benign AS Y flags an incoming announcement A as invalid
(and discards it), then the AS-path of A contains at least one
rogue AS, or A was corrupted by the attacker, i.e., is not a
message sent by the last AS on the AS-path.

Prevention of route leaks is a challenging goal; preventing all
leaks appears to be impossible under partial adoption. There-
fore, we also define a weaker notion, visible-leak prevention,
which may suffice in practice. In both notions, we consider
route leaks as routes which violate valley-free routing [48].

Definition 3 (Prevention of route leaks). We say that BGP-iSec
(‘completely’) prevents leaks if a benign BGP-iSec-adopting
AS Z discards every incoming announcement A received from
a customer or peer, if the AS-path of A contains an AS X
followed by an AS Y , where Y is a customer or peer of X ,
and X , Y or both are benign.

We say that BGP-iSec prevents visible-leaks if a benign
BGP-iSec-adopting AS Z discards every incoming announce-
ment A received from a customer or peer, if the AS-path of
A contains an AS X followed by an AS Y , where Y is a
customer or peer of X , and either (1) X is benign and BGP-
iSec-adopting, or (2) the part of the AS-path from X to Z
contains a benign BGP-iSec-adopting AS Y ′ before any non-
benign AS X ′.

Theorem 1 shows that BGP-iSec prevents route leaks
under full deployment and prevents visible-leaks under partial
deployment, both against MitM adversary. We note that pre-
vention of visible-leaks may suffice in practice, since the route
leaks it may fail to prevent are from one rogue AS X to another
rogue AS X ′ in the customer-cone of X; in such scenario, we
may argue that X could have ‘tunneled’ the announcement to
X ′, who would behave as if X is a customer, which seems an
alternative, unpreventable and at least as effective route-leak
attack. An example is shown in found in full version [74].

We now state the properties of BGP-iSec; the proof is found
in Appendix E.

Theorem 1. Assume (1) the transitive signatures and the
integrity-protected attributes are correctly forwarded by all
benign ASes, (2) the KAPK assumption (known adopting ASes
and their public keys), and (3) valley-free routing. Then, BGP-
iSec ensures against a MitM adversary (1) announcement
integrity, (2) no false positives under full deployment and (3)
prevention of route leaks under full deployment. Furthermore,
against Full Attacker, BGP-iSec ensures (4) no false positives
and (5) prevention of visible leaks.

VI. RELATED WORK

Improving performance of BGPsec. Several studies [22]–
[25] aim to improve BGPsec. Their focus is on improving the
computational cost of BGPsec, while BGP-iSec focuses on
improving the security benefits of BGPsec.

Designs against path manipulations. Many proposals are for
protecting BGP against path manipulations (see surveys [81]–
[85]). In addition to RPKI/ROV [6] (and other origin au-
thentication protocols [16], [86]), S-BGP [67] and Path-end
validation [28] that were mentioned earlier, there are numerous
other protocols such as soBGP [87], psBGP [88], pgBGP [89],
IRV [90], SPV [91], and Listen and Whisper [92]; some of
them are compared in [49], [50], [93]. Most of these protocols
predate BGPsec. We design BGP-iSec to reuse, where possible,
elements from BGPsec, and adopt transitive signatures in S-
BGP, while make significant contributions in designing route
leak defenses, conducting extensive evaluation, and analyzing
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the security of BGP-iSec. In our evaluations, we showed that
BGP-iSec significantly outperforms Path-end validation.

Designs against route leaks. Currently, the main defense
against route-leaks is using filtering rules at routers (e.g., [94]);
however, this is a slow, manual and error-prone process.
There are several proposals for improved defense. Peerlock
and Peerlock-lite [95], [96] are based on agreements between
two transit ASes to protect their networks (specifically, one
AS detects and filters route leaks for the other), which re-
quires manual negotiation among pairs of ASes. The Down-
Only (DO) community [70] and Only-to-Customer (OTC)
attribute [18] are recent IETF proposals; both are not protected
by signatures, and hence cannot defend against malicious
attackers. Our Protected-OTC extends OTC to deal with mali-
cious route leaks. As mentioned earlier, the approaches in [42],
[43] are similar to Protected-OTC, which is not sufficient as we
have shown in our evaluation results (see Fig. 10); our newly
proposed UP attribute and ProConID provide significantly
stronger protection against route leaks. ASPA [19] is another
recent IETF proposal, which we have discussed briefly in
§III-B3. BGP-iSec, and the above proposals, focus on pre-
vention of route leaks; other works inspect route information
logs to detect route leaks [97]–[100].

Alternative designs to BGP. Several works present alter-
natives to BGP, including SCION [35], MIRO [36], the
seminal (but impractical) work of routing with Byzantine
robustness [37] and more [38], [39]. In contrast, BGP-iSec
does not require changes to BGP, and preserves much of
the BGPsec design, which we expect to have a more likely
contribution to the standardization and deployment.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We present BGP-iSec, a set of modifications and extensions
to BGPsec, to provide better security in partial deployment and
against additional threats, including route leaks and announce-
ment manipulations. Using analysis and extensive simulations,
we show that BGP-iSec provides significantly improved secu-
rity over BGPsec, especially for partial adoption.

The design of BGP-iSec addresses both path manipulations
and route leaks. It may be more convenient to address these
two issues separately. Notice, however, that the Protected-
OTC and UP attributes should be authenticated. BGP-iSec
should not be viewed as a complete proposal, but as a basis
to build upon for further designs. In addition, our design and
simulations were limited to inter-AS operation of BGP; addi-
tional design and evaluation are needed for intra-AS aspects,
including multiple routers connecting a pair of ASes.

More research is required to identify which of the BGP-
iSec mechanisms, or other designs, would be best refined,
standardized and deployed to improve the security of inter-
domain routing. We next point out several directions. The first
is efficiency; BGP-iSec focuses on improving the security of
BGPsec in partial adoption but does not improve efficiency.
While other works seek to improve the performance of BGP-
sec, these optimizations may not be sufficient [25]. A second
direction is encouraging adoption of path-security mechanisms
such as BGP-iSec. A third direction is design, analysis and
evaluation of other defenses against route leakage, e.g., eval-
uation of ASPA [19], [101] and comparison to the BGP-iSec
anti-leakage defenses. Finally, several advanced aspects are not

covered by BGP-iSec, e.g., withdraw suppression [47], support
for private internal ASNs, and removal of prepending.
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announcement AR. Specifically, assume that the attacker ob-
tains an announcement A whose AS-path contains some non-
adopting AS N . Let AR be an announcement whose AS-path
is identical to that of A up to N , and then followed by the
rogue AS R (and optionally other non-adopting and/or rogue
ASes). Announcement AR can be integrity-valid, since benign
adopting ASes appear in its AS-path only before N , i.e., in the
part that was not manipulated. We refer to such a manipulation,
which results in integrity-valid yet manipulated (shortened)
announcement AR, as path shortening.

Why would the rogue AS R prefer to relay the manipulated
announcement AR, rather than the actual announcement A?
One reason is that AR may have a shorter AS-path, and there-
fore, more likely to be selected by receiving ASes. Another
reason is that this may allow R to remove or manipulate
immutable transitive attributes in A, e.g., the OTC attribute,
which may prevent export to providers and peers. By replacing
A with AR, R can relay the manipulated AR to peers or
providers, and hence may attract more traffic to itself.

We expected the path-shortening attack to have consid-
erable value for the attacker. In the following, we present a
technique against path shortening.

B. Hash Chain Against Path Shortening

This path-shortening prevention mechanism is motivated
by the limitations in BGPsec. While BGPsec already includes
a defense against path shortening, namely, the signed next-AS
field, this defense is effective only if all ASes on the path
are signing. The attacker can easily foil this mechanism by
exporting an announcement with a shorter path ending at a
rogue AS, e.g., removing the signature of a previous AS on
the path. It typically can shorten the path so that only the origin
is left, as shown in the 1-hop hijack in Fig. 2.

By discarding announcements that do not contain all
required signatures, i.e., prohibiting downgrades, BGP-iSec
prevents many path-shortening attacks. However, since we
allow partial adoption, this mechanism, by itself, is insufficient
for a number of feasible path-shortening attacks. This is
because although the next-AS field is signed, the first non-
BGP-iSec AS on the path, say N , leaves a gap. An attacker
could take advantage of this gap by truncating the path in an
incoming announcement A right after the first non-adopting
AS (N ), and then exporting the announcement as if the attacker
received it directly from N . In early adoption, the first non-
adopting AS on the path may be very close to the origin, which
seem to imply that such attacks can be quite effective. For
example, in the topology shown in Fig. 14, AS 666 may send
the announcement with AS-path of 1-2-666, which would be
shorter than the path 1-2-7-5 sent by AS 5, thereby preferred
by AS 3.

Fig. 14 illustrates the hash-chain defense against path
shortening, which helps to mitigate this risk. Let us explain
this defense, although, we do not include it in BGP-iSec, since
our simulations results show that its benefits may not justify
its overhead in complexity and cost. We believe the limited
value of this defense is since in low adoption, there are often
not enough adopting ASes along the path to make a difference;
and in high adoption, the signed next-AS field prevents path
shortening on its own.
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Fig. 14: Example hash chain against path shortening where l = 16.
The value of PSImg = h16(PSPre

1 ) is included with the other
attributes in BGP-iSec signature. Even with the PS attributes, an
attacker can still replace the last adopting AS on the path in scenarios
like this, however, they cannot shorten it beyond the last adopting AS.
AS 3 does not detect anything invalid about the announcement from
AS 666, but it still chooses the correct route from AS 5 because it has
a shorter path. For clarity, this figure omits the OTC and UP-attributes
which are both used to prevent route leakage (§III-B), and has other
simplifications, e.g., showing only messages from BGP-iSec-ASes.

The hash-chain defense adds two new transitive attributes
to an exported announcement, which we refer to as PSPre

and PSImg. The PS term stands for Path Shortening, and the
superscripts refer to Preimage and Image, respectively, of a
hash chain of sufficient length5 l, e.g., l = 16.

The origin selects PSPre $← D randomly from some
domain D, typically binary strings of sufficient length, and
computes PSImg ← hl(PSPre), where h : D → D is a one-
way hash6 function. The value of the PSImg attribute never
changes, and the origin signs it (like other attributes). However,
the value of the PSPre is not signed, as it changes whenever
the announcement is exported. To distinguish between the
different values of PSPre in Fig. 14, we use a subscript to
identify the sending AS, i.e., PSPre

X is the preimage attribute
as sent by AS X .

Let us explain what happens when an adopting AS Y
receives an announcement A, where the AS-path contains
(another) adopting AS X; assume that X is the last adopting-
AS in the AS-path. First, Y validates A; in addition to the
validation of the signature and of the OTC indicators, Y also
validates the hash-chain, as follows.

Let l′ ≥ 0 be the number of hops from the origin till X
(including non-adopters), and PSImg, PSPre

X be the relevant
attributes in A. Then Y validates that PSImg = hl−l′(PSPre

X ).

5AS-paths can contain up to 255 hops, so l = 255 suffices. However, a
much smaller value, e.g., l = 16, would probably suffice, since the average
AS-path length is about four.

6To be more precise, h would be a one-way permutation.
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If the announcement A is valid and Y exports it, then Y com-
putes: PSPre

Y ← hk(PSPre
X ), where k is the number of hops

from X to Y (including non-adopting ASes). In particular, if
Y received the announcement directly from adopting AS X ,
then PSPre

Y ← h(PSPre
X ). AS Y exports the announcement

with only PSPre
Y ; the ‘previous’ PSPre value, i.e., PSPre

X ,
is removed. Also note that because of the one-way property,
it is easy to compute PSPre

Y and PSImg given PSPre
X , but

infeasible to compute PSPre
X given PSPre

Y .

The path shortening defense has the following limitation:
if Y is a rogue AS, it can remove X and all subsequent
non-adopting ASes in the AS-path received, by reusing the
value of PSPre

X . For example, this is done by AS 666 in
Fig. 14. In addition, as discussed in §II, the path-shortening
defense fails against a Full Attacker, since such adversary can
know the preimage as sent by the origin. To summarize, path-
shortening is effective against the Global Attacker model (see
§II-D). Note, however, that some routers make public the BGP
announcements they receive, e.g., in the RouteViews and RIPE
RIS services. For the hash-chain mechanism to work, it is
desirable for such services to remove the PSPre attributes;
luckily, often these services only provide specific, well-known
attributes. Note also that multiple colluding ASes could send
each other hash chains to avoid this mechanism.

We evaluated the path shortening mechanism using exten-
sive simulation. While intuitively it appears to be beneficial,
we found that it only leads very little reduction in attacker
success in partial deployment (no more than 2-3% in Global
Attacker model). In retrospect, the limited benefits are not sur-
prising: under high adoption rate, the next-AS in the transitive
signatures already prevents path shortening attacks and the
hash chain does not provide much additional benefit; under
low adoption rate, the benefits are also limited, since it is not
common that there exists an adopting AS that precedes the
attacker to prevent the attacker from shortening the path.

APPENDIX B
ONLY-TO-CUSTOMERS (OTC) ATTRIBUTE

The only-to-customers (OTC) attribute [18] is designed
to prevent (unintentional) route leaks. When protected by
BGP-iSec, the OTC attribute prevents some malicious route
leaks. We discuss it, and additional BGP-iSec defenses against
route leaks, in §III-B. The value of the OTC attribute is an
ASN X in the AS-path, which is a provider or peer of the
following AS in the AS-path, and therefore, following X , the
announcement should be exported only to customers (hence,
OTC). An adopting AS adds the OTC attribute containing its
own identity if it exports to a peer or customer, and the identity
of the previous AS if that AS is a peer or provider.

We briefly review this method below. For simplicity, we
only consider customer, provider and peer relationships, ex-
cluding Router Servers and Router Clients in IXPs, which
are described in [18]. We first describe how AS Y uses OTC
to filter received announcements. Assume AS Y receives an
announcement with the OTC attribute, with value x, from
neighbor X . Then AS Y drops the announcement if either (1)
X is a customer of Y , or (2) X is a peer of Y and x ̸= X .
The second rule allows the peer X to add the OTC attribute,
with its own ASN (X) as value, i.e., x = X .
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Fig. 15: The interception rates for BGP-iSec with security-third vs.
security-never policies in Full Attacker model against a Shortest-Path-
Export-All attacker. The Delta line (on the right-hand of y-axis) is
the interception rate of security-never minus that of security-third.

We now describe how and when AS Y will add the OTC
attribute; notice that the value of this attribute differs in the two
cases when AS Y adds it: (1) when exporting an announcement
to a peer or a customer AS Z, and (2) when receiving the
announcement from a provider or peer AS X . In both cases,
the value of the attribute added is the ASN of the exporting
AS, i.e., in case (1), the value is the ASN of Y itself, and in
case (2) the value of the attribute is the ASN of X . The two
cases offer redundancy, which is beneficial when not all ASes
support the attribute, or if some ASes corrupt the attribute.

APPENDIX C
ADDITIONAL EVALUATION RESULTS

A. Security-never versus Security-third

We now compare the results when using security-never
versus security-third policy. Recall that these two policies
both discard invalid announcements, and only differ in that
security-third places security at the third place (i.e., after
local preference and path length), while security-never has
no further security consideration beyond discarding invalid
announcements. As such, security-third only leads to better
results when there are multiple best announcements that have
the same local preference and path length, at least one of
them is secure (i.e., the entire path is secure), and one of such
randomly selected secure paths (if there are multiple) indeed
leads to benefits.

In our simulation, we do not observe visible benefits from
security-third over security-never. Fig. 15 plots the interception
rates under interception attack and Full Attacker model. The
results are for SP-EA strategy, since the results are identical
for the two policies under Aggressive strategy. We see that
the results under these two policies almost overlap with each
other. Similar results hold for the disconnection DoS attack.

We next briefly discuss implementation of security-never
and security-third in practice. Security-never is easy to
implement—a router simply needs to discard invalid announce-
ments and then follow the standard path-selection policy that is
already implemented. Implementing security-third incurs more
effort, since router software would need to be modified to
prefer paths where all ASes adopt BGP-iSec as part of the
path-selection process. Security-never may also have some-
what lower computational overhead compared to security-third,
especially if not implementing the BPO optimization from
[25]. Given the nearly identical interception rates of security-
never and security-third as well as the additional efforts in
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Fig. 16: Average number of signatures verified by each adopting AS
per prefix using no optimization methods. As adoption approaches
100%, BGPsec and BGP-iSec converge to the same amount of
overhead.
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Fig. 17: Results for random origin (i.e., original can be adopting or
not adopting based on percentage of adopting) for interception attack
under Full Attacker model: (a) results for all ASes, and (b) results
for adopting and non-adopting ASes separately.

implementing security-third, we believe that it is not justified
to implement security-third in practice.

B. Overhead for Unoptimized Implementation

In §IV, we present overhead results with the Best Path
Only (BPO) optimization. For completeness, here in Fig. 16
shows results for an un-optimized BGPsec implementation
that verifies every signature on every incoming announcement.
Although the overhead is higher, BGPsec and BGP-iSec still
converge as adoption approaches 100%.

C. Non-adopting Origins

We next consider the case where origins may not be
adopting. For a non-adopting origin, the attacker can simply
use the Aggressive strategy and not be detected, causing the
interception rate to be identical to the “No path defense” line
in Fig. 7, i.e., the results are independent of the percent of
adoption. We next consider the scenario of random origins,
i.e., for adoption rate of r, the origin has probability r adopting
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Fig. 18: Results for random origin (i.e., original can be adopting or
not adopting based on percentage of adopting) for a disconnection
DoS attacker under Full Attacker model: (a) results for all ASes, and
(b) results for adopting and non-adopting ASes separately.

BGP-iSec and probability (1 − r) not adopting BGP-iSec. In
this case, the interception rate is simply a weighted average of
these two cases.

Fig. 17 shows the results under interception attack. We
see that, while as expected, compared to Fig. 7, the benefits of
both BGPsec and BGP-iSec are reduced due to the cases when
the origin is not adopting. On the other hand, BGP-iSec still
significantly outperforms BGPsec. Compared to Fig. 8 (where
origins always adopt BGP-iSec), Fig. 17b shows that the gap
between adopting and non-adopting ASes is smaller. Fig. 18
plots the results under disconnection DoS attack. We again see
that BGP-iSec still significantly outperforms BGPsec, and the
gap between adopting and non-adopting ASes is smaller than
that when origins always adopt BGP-iSec.

APPENDIX D
DEFINITION OF TBSbyX(A) AND THE revert FUNCTION

Definition 4 (TBSbyX(A)). Let A be an announcement
received by AS Y and let X by an AS in the AS-path of
A. Let TBSbyX(A) be a string encoding the set of pairs
{(θ, revertYθ (X,A))}, in alphabetic order, for all integrity-
protected attributes θ in A, where revertYθ (X,A) is the
function defined in Equation 1. Integrity-protected attributes
include (1) the AS-path attribute, (2) the OTC attribute, (3)
the UP-image attribute and (4) all fixed attributes.

To define revertYθ (X,A) we use the notation A[θ] for the
value of the θ attribute in announcement A, where A[θ] = ⊥
if there is no θ attribute in A, and use ++ to denote concate-
nation. We expect the definition can be extended as necessary
to support many other transitive attributes.

revertYθ (X,A) ≡



⊥ if (A[θ] = ⊥ ∨ X ̸∈ A[‘AS-path’])

⊥ if

 (
θ = ‘OTC’ ∨

(∃x)θ = (‘UP-image’, x)

)
∧

X precedes A[‘OTC’] in AS-path


else, if

(
θ = ‘AS-path’ ∧ X

is last AS in path

)
:

: ‘Y-’ ++ A[‘AS-path’]
else, if θ = ‘AS-path’ :

:

(
The AS-path up to

the AS following X

)
else, if

(
(∃x)θ ∈ {‘OTC’, (‘UP-image’, x)}

∨ θ is fixed

)
:

: A[θ]
otherwise: ⊥

(1)

Let TBSbyX(A) = ⊥ when X is not present in the AS-
path of A.

APPENDIX E
PROOF OF THEOREM 1

Note that we present proof-sketches. We believe that it is
possible to convert these into rigorous, reduction-based proofs,
using an appropriate specifications framework [102].

PROOF OF PART 1 (ANNOUNCEMENT INTEGRITY
AGAINST MITM). Consider an announcement A received,
and not dropped, by a benign BGP-iSec-deploying AS, Y .
Let X be a benign BGP-iSec-adopting AS on the AS-path
of A. From the KAPK assumption, Y knows that X deploys
BGP-iSec, and Y has the correct public key of X . Hence,
Y validates the signature of X on TBSbyX(A); and since
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A was not dropped, then the signature must be valid. From
the security of the signature scheme and since X is benign,
it follows that X has signed TBSbyX(A), upon exporting an
announcement A′ whose integrity-protected attributes were
identical to these in TBSbyX(A), i.e., for every reversible
attribute θ holds A′[θ] = A[θ]. Namely, announcement A is
integrity-valid and hence BGP-iSec ensures announcement
integrity (against MitM, since we did not restrict the
adversary’s manipulation of communication).

PROOF OF PART 2 (NO FALSE POSITIVES UNDER FULL
DEPLOYMENT). We prove by induction on the location of the
first benign adopting AS Y that drops imported announcement
A, where all ASes in the AS-path of A are benign. Assume, to
the contrary, that Y drops announcement A received from the
benign BGP-iSec-adopting AS X , where A was received as
sent by X (not corrupted by the MitM). However, this means
that A contains valid signatures by all previous ASes, and
therefore Y will not discard it due to the signature validation.

It remains to show that Y will not discard A due to the
route-leakage defenses. This easily follows. First, since both X
and Y deploy the OTC attribute correctly, then surely Y will
not discard A due to the OTC being set on a message from a
peer/customer. Second, since X validated the UP attributes
from previous ASes along the path, then these would also
be valid when checked by Y . Third, X may add its own
UP attribute - if it is a customer of Y - but then it would
also include the UP preimage, and therefore Y will not
discard A due to the validation of the UP attribute. Fourth, X
also performed the ProConID validation (subsubsection III-B3)
for all ASes before X along the path, therefore, the same
validation would also succeed for Y . Finally, since X and Y
are benign and BGP-iSec-deploying, if X is a customer of Y
then Y appears in the ProConID-list of X , therefore, A would
not be discarded by the ProConID validation by Y .

PROOF OF PART 3 (PREVENTION OF ROUTE LEAKS UN-
DER FULL DEPLOYMENT). We prove by induction on the
location of the first benign BGP-iSec-adopting AS Z that
does not drop an imported announcement A received from
a customer or a peer, in spite of A being a route-leak, namely,
the AS-path of A contains an AS X followed by AS Y , where
Y is a customer or peer of X , and X , Y or both are benign.
If X is benign, and as assumed it is also BGP-iSec-adopting,
and Y is a customer or peer of X , then X would add the
OTC attribute, and from the announcement integrity property,
Z would discard A (since it receives A from a customer/peer
in spite of the OTC); and similarly if Y is benign.

PROOF OF PART 4 (NO FALSE POSITIVES AGAINST THE
FULL ADVERSARY). We prove by induction on the location
of the first benign adopting AS Y that drops imported an-
nouncement A, where all ASes in the AS-path of A are
benign. Assume, to the contrary, that Y drops announcement A
received from the benign AS X . Note that here we know that
all announcements including A, are received as sent, since the
adversary is full, not MitM. However, since all ASes along
the path are benign, and benign ASes forward all transitive
attributes as received, it follows that Y receives all transitive
attributes sent by the last BGP-iSec-adopting AS along the
path, which we denote as X ′; and recall that all ASes along
the path are benign, i.e., X ′ is also benign. The proof follows
as in part (2).

PROOF OF PART 5 (PREVENTION OF VISIBLE ROUTE
LEAKS AGAINST THE FULL ADVERSARY). We prove by in-
duction on the location of the first benign BGP-iSec-adopting
AS Z that does not drop an imported announcement A received
from a customer or a peer, in spite of A being a visible route-
leak. Namely, the AS-path of A contains an AS X followed
by AS Y , where Y is a customer or peer of X , and either (1)
X is benign and BGP-iSec adopting or (2) the path from X
to Z contains a benign BGP-iSec-adopting AS Y ′ before any
non-benign AS X ′.

Case (1) is already covered by part 3; it remains to
consider case (2). However, case (2) contradicts the induction
hypothesis.

APPENDIX F
EXAMPLE OF UNPREVENTABLE ROUTE LEAK

Fig. 19 shows an example of unpreventable route leak.

667667

1

4

666666

3

Customer

Cone
ProConID-list: {AS 667}

ProConID-list: {AS 666} ProConID-list: { }

ProConID-list: {AS 3}

Origin
1.2/16

Full Attacker

1, 1.2/16
4-667-1,
1.2/16

666-667-1, 1.2/16
666-667-1
1.2/16

Fig. 19: Here, AS 667 includes 666 in its ProConID-list so the
announcement can travel downward to 666 via non-adopting AS 4
and then back upward to AS 3 without being detected. Since 4 is non-
adopting, it can be removed from the AS path, however, colluding
ASes controlled by the attacker can always skip over any ASes
between them by directly connecting through a VPN tunnel.
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